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How to avoid
getting cheated
The Consumers Association
of Singapore (Case) suggests that
you:
쐽 Ask for a price list for the
products and services.
쐽 Check the items delivered to the
wake.
쐽 Ask for the terms and conditions
of the services provided,
particularly refunds for leftover
food and drinks.
쐽 Take note of the unused items
after the funeral and ensure that
you are not billed for any of them,
including food and drinks.
쐽 You can opt to buy your own
items such as drinks and snacks.
쐽 Go for CaseTrust-accredited
funeral service providers.

Mr Ang Zi Sheng (left), 23, and his brother Zi Qian, 28,
hope to carry on their father’s legacy, casket company
Ang Chin Moh, with the opening of their new funeral
service halls at Mt Vernon. PHOTO: KONG YEN LIN
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logue?”
But that has been the way here for customers,
who have no chance of looking at actual caskets before picking one out. They are forced to make a
hasty decision after leafing through a catalogue before the deceased is taken away.
Mr Hoo and brother Victor, 41, who has an economics degree from the University of London, saw
the showroom as a way to add credibility to the industry.
“We drive the customers to the showrooms,
where they can physically see everything on offer
and make a rational, informed choice,” says the older Mr Hoo. “This is a step that needs to be taken to
get rid of the image that everything in the industry
is done under the table and not in the customer’s
best interests.”

Upping the ante
THE changes in the industry go beyond the cosmetic and extend to the type of service on offer, which
is long overdue for an overhaul.
The lack of regulations governing the running of
a funeral business has allowed directors to parcel
out everything from tentage to catering to flyby-night subcontractors and part-timers. The result: Almost no quality control and accountability
on the part of the funeral director to ensure the customer gets what he pays for.
During a funeral, subcontractors come and go,
with no proper supervision. It was in this freefor-all climate that the Singapore Funeral Services’
Hoo brothers entered the business 12 years ago.
Instead of subcontracting jobs out, they plonked
their savings into hiring and training two full-time
service staff. This was unheard of in an industry
where most employees are part-timers and activated only when needed.
“The way things are handled by the older generation of funeral directors is totally different,” says
Mr Ang of Ang Chin Moh. “My father’s staff previously turned up only when there was a case to handle, and could sometimes be unreliable and not appear. Everything was based on verbal agreements.”
Today, the Angs employ more than 10 full-time
staff.
And the Hoos have a payroll of five full-timers
who are present throughout the wake to help families in any number of ways, from buying snacks and
setting up tables to serving coffee.
The staff have all been trained under the inter-agency GEMS (Go the Extra Mile for Service)
programme. The company recently received an ISO
9001 qualification for its management excellence in
funeral services.
“We invested heavily in manpower, despite being told by industry elders that it was a stupid
move,” says Mr Hoo. “But today, our competitors
are also scrambling to train their staff to keep to the
level of service we have set.”
His customer, Mrs J. L. Quek, 56, a legal assistant, says: “Having their staff there helped me feel
less worried and nervous. It gave me time to grieve
with my family.”
Ang Yew Seng Casket’s Ms Ang is also serious
about upping both service quality and offerings.
Her Tributes business will add a whole new dimension to funeral care. “We will handle everything
from booking discounted plane tickets so the family
of the deceased can rush back in time for the funeral, to sourcing for a beautiful Buddha-shaped urn
to house the ashes if that is what they want.”
She says the extra touches won’t add much to
the bill. “More often than not, when you pay for a
funeral now, a large part goes to profits and commissions instead of actual goods and services rendered,” she says. “We want to show we can do so
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FAMILY CONNECTIONS

Son, daughter-in-law
or unmarried daughter

Married daughter

Three generations in the funeral business (from left): Mr Lee Chun Xi, 71; Mr Li Chun Chao, 74; Mr Li Chun Chi, 62; Mr Li Kui Ming, 53; and Mr Jeffrey Lee, 28. PHOTO: KONG YEN LIN
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Godson

Nephew (brother’s son)
who is a godson

much more with the same amount.”
The drive to lift standards is coming in
part from a younger generation of welleducated professionals who have the service ethos and marketing savvy drummed
into them. They see the funeral industry
as a fulfilling and economically viable career, instead of one of last resort.
Ms Su Wan Jing, 27, is one of them.
She was inspired to learn the art of embalming after the loss of her good friend
in a dragon boat accident last year.
“It was a ‘closed-casket’ case,” says
Ms Su, “because the embalmer didn’t
have the skills or technology for reconstruction. It was so traumatising for us because we didn’t get to see him for the last
time, there was no sense of closure.”
That prompted Ms Su, who has a polytechnic diploma in chemistry and has
worked as a technician at a forensic laboratory, to change careers.
“I called several funeral companies
here, and all of them were closed doors,”
she says. “They asked me, ‘Xiao mei mei
(little sister in Mandarin), are you really
sure you want to learn?’ and didn’t take
me seriously at all.”
She went knocking on doors in Sin
Ming until she finally found a warm welcome at AYS Casket. She will start training as an embalmer at the company in the
middle of the year.

Beating the marketing drum
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WITH all the elements – professional
staff, better service and smarter parlours
– coming together, it’s no surprise that
the new-look industry is beating the marketing drum.
Some offers are straight out of the promoter’s handbook: A membership card to
give a 20 per cent discount when your
next relative dies, or a free seven-course
dinner as a bonus if you pay $6,888 for a
niche as your final resting place.
This is a radical change for an industry
that has generally avoided advertising or
publicity.
Most funeral directors have traditionally adopted a word-of-mouth approach,
mainly depending on referrals through
grassroots and religious leaders.
“We build our reputation on trust,
service and respect. Based on that, we
have got by for more than 50 years, so I
don’t see the need for advertising if the
product is sound,” says Mr Lee Chun Xi,
71, owner of family-run Lee Teoh Heng
Undertaker at Geylang Bahru.
But the new-generation operators see
things very differently.
“Coming up with new ways to attract
customers is important, because it adds
value to the industry,” says Singapore Funeral Services’ Mr Hoo Hung Chye. “Just
like any other service industry, what we
can offer distinguishes us from the competition.”
They may be on the money.
A marketing study of 370 Singaporeans by Nanyang Business School students
last year found that 95 per cent of those
polled were open to advertisements of funeral services.
Mr Freddie Choo, 56, managing director of Trinity Casket, hopes to tap into
the growing acceptance of death-care
services with his recently launched “community support” membership scheme.
Registration is $10 and membership is
for life. The perk: 20 per cent discounts

morial in Choa Chu Kang can attest to
that. It has sold more than 90 per cent of
the first- phase roll-out of 5,000 niches
since last July.
The six-star columbarium, which features ornate “gold” and “platinum”
prayer rooms, houses rows of lasercarved niches which are priced from
$2,988 to $29,988.
Their proximity to the giant Buddha
statues in the main hall determines the
price, and some owners expect the value
of their niches to appreciate once all
40,000 niches have been sold.
NV Multi-Corp, the project’s Malaysia-listed owner, has even hired more
than 100 “agents” to market and sell the
off services and caskets. Membership is al- niches through monthly dinners held at
so transferable to family and friends, up- places such as Singapore Recreation
Club’s Padang Palace restaurant.
on death.
About 100 potential customers turn up
“I felt that this was a softer and more
acceptable approach to promoting funeral each time, mostly retired baby-boomers
care services,” says Mr Choo. “Also, with in their late 50s and their families.
A recent attendee, Madam Teo Boh
the card, the member can reach out to relatives or friends who might otherwise suc- Tin, 72, who was there with her husband,
cumb to touts who tarnish the reputation sister and son-in-law, picked up two niches “for investment”.
of the industry.”
“I heard that the niches in Kuala
The scheme has attracted about 400
Lumpur have appreciated from $7,000 to
members since its launch a year ago.
The funeral industry is also marketing $30,000 over a decade. Anyway, even if I
itself to the affluent baby-boomer genera- don’t make any money, I’ll just use them
tion by offering little personal touches for myself,” she says.
However, others disapprove of such
and butler services.
Singapore Casket and Singapore Funer- hard sell. They feel that the marketing apal Services offer free wireless Internet ac- proach is crass.
Teacher Rose Lim, 52, says: “I am uncess at their parlours and at wakes held in
comfortable with the idea of
the homes of the deceased, by
buying my final resting place
setting up a wireless router at
during a mass dinner meeting.
each venue.
It is something I would like to
They can also provide a night
consider rationally and privatesecurity team to look after the
ly with my family. Dying is an isbody, and a uniformed crew to
sue that needs to be addressed
MORE ONLINE
serve food and drinks or help
with reverence.”
perform rites. Mr Hoo says:
Most death-care providers
“Taking these petty tasks off
For writers’
here say they are taking cues
their hands helps them to grieve
blog, go to
from consumers as to their comwithout worrying.”
www.straitstimes
fort level. They have started to
He concedes that these luxu.com
monitor customer opinion
ry funerals, ranging from
through feedback forms.
$18,000 to $28,000, cost far
“Many of my decisions when
more than the average $4,000
send-off, but says this is a growing mar- it comes to things like casket designs, caket. He has handled 12 such funerals in tering and even flowers were made based
on customer feedback,” says Mr William
the past year alone.
Mr Hoo has even tied up with local Quek, 51, of Union Casket.
Others have gone one step further. Mr
banks to offer zero-interest instalment
Hoo has set up a Facebook page where he
plans.
posts videos of overseas funeral developments and even a section for customer reFinal resting place
views.
His site Singapore Funeral Services
SINGAPOREANS feel encouraged by the
funeral industry’s varied offerings and in- now has 138 “fans”.
“It’s interactive and fun,” he says.
creasingly consumer-centred approach.
“I think it is a step in the right direc- “And there’s no harm in starting to reach
tion,” says Mrs Deanna Goh, 55, an admin- out to the next generation.”
Retail specialist Lynda Wee feels that
istrative manager who is now planning
her terminally ill mother’s funeral. “They it is good that funeral companies are movshould be working to compete for the con- ing with the times.
“I feel that tapping the Internet for a
sumer and giving us more options to
24/7, 365-day presence is a smart move.
choose from.”
“It promotes just-in-time accessibiliBut Mrs Goh’s mother, retired teacher
Madam Lee Wan Yoon, 72, disagrees: ty. Just like a party or wedding planner,
“Too many choices make me confused when time is of the essence, we need reliaabout what I want. I think I will leave it ble and accessible funeral planners too,”
to my children, because I prefer not to she says.
As Mr Hoo says, “just because we are
think about it now.”
Indeed, there is a bewildering array of an industry catering to the dead does not
choices when it comes to one’s final rest- mean we are a dead industry. We have to
ing place. For those scouting for a prime capitalise on technology and new trends
spot, location is important. Nirvana Me- to reach out to the customer too.”

DID YOU KNOW: From ashes to diamonds
THIS seems almost worth dying for:
Get the carbon in your ashes turned
into a diamond which, as everyone
knows, is forever.
It’s not a cheap option, of course,
but think of the legacy you could
leave your loved ones. It could even
cover the funeral costs.
Algordanza, the Swiss company
that developed the technology, is now
in partnership with Singapore funeral
service provider Ang Chin Moh.
About 500g of ashes is needed to
make one diamond. The process is
carried out in Switzerland.
Depending on the size of the

diamond, the family will get the end
product between three and 12 months
later.
The average body generates
between 1kg and 2kg of ashes, so
more than one diamond can be
requested.
Prices start at $6,399 for a
0.25-carat stone and go up to $33,999
for a one-carat sparkler.
This costs more than an ordinary
diamond of equivalent carat weight,
but Algordanza says the selling point
is its “memorial value” and its
portability, as the diamond is made
purely out of ashes of the deceased.

Word of
mouth
will do, say
old-timers
THE young guns dragging the funeral
business into the shiny new future of upmarket facilities, blue-chip service and
prices to match are not getting it all their
own way.
There are still some old school operators out there who reckon the traditional
ways are just fine, so hold the fancy marketing campaigns; modest prices and
word of mouth will do.
“If our customers are satisfied with
our service, they will spread the word,”
says Mr Lee Chun Xi, 71, one of the main
shareholders of Lee Teoh Heng Undertaker, which caters to almost all religions, except Hindus and Muslims.
Plenty of people agree. One of them is
retired beauty salon owner Tan Moi Noi,
76. “When you die, it is a very simple
matter,” says the grandmother of one. “It
is important that your family members
personally prepare the food and set tables, because it is their last duty to you.
Why should they pay other people to do
it for them? They are not filial in passing
on the job to others.”
But Mr Lee’s grandnephew, Mr Jeffrey
Lee, 28, has far grander ideas.
The Nanyang Technological University
marketing graduate wants to put his academic nous to good use in the family business, but has so far faced rejection from
his grandfather and granduncle, the main
shareholders.
“I tried to sound them out about using
social media like Facebook or the Internet
to advertise the company, but they just
said they wanted things to stay the way
they are,” says Mr Lee, who works as a financial planner.
The differences of approach in the Lee
family firm embody the strains and pressures for change across the entire funeral
industry as old and new jostle for ascendancy.
There are 10 family members spanning
three generations working at Lee Teoh
Heng Undertaker, which operates out of a
humble two-storey workshop in Geylang
Bahru. The firm handles 70 to 80 funerals
a month, putting it among the top four funeral parlours in terms of business volume.
Handwritten ledgers dating from 1953
are lined up on a metal shelf in a simply
furnished office, the only air-conditioned
room in the building. Black-and-white
portraits of the founders are the sole decorations on the unpainted brick walls.
Mr Lee Chun Xi, the second son of the
founder, says the no-frills approach, combined with traditional values of trust,
service, respect and fair pricing, has kept
the business going for four generations.
“When doing business, it is important
to have strong ethics,” he says. “We do
not provide all kinds of new services, but
at the same time, the prices we charge are
affordable for old folks and their families.” The Lees cap their funeral packages
at below $5,000, while the bill at snazzier
outfits for upscale funerals can be as high
as $28,000.
Mr Lee believes the firm’s venerable
name means it has no need for advertising or marketing, relying instead on word
of mouth for business.
He has a kindred spirit in Taoist funeral organiser Shi Xiong, 57, who has been
in the business for about 20 years. He
feels there is too much profiteering
among younger funeral operators.
Mr Shi, who is also head of a Buddhist
association in Geylang, says most of
these younger players are driven by monetary success rather than community spirit.
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